E M P O W E R IN G L IF E T H R O U G H N AT U R A L M O T I O N

em·pow·r
m’pou( )r/
verb make (someone) stronger and more confident, especially
		
in controlling their life and claiming their rights.

W H Y N AT UR A L MOT ION?
Today’s joint replacement patients are younger, more active and expect more from their knee implants. Studies show that approximately 20% of patients
are dissatisfied with their knee replacements and one third of all knee replacement patients report that their knee doesn’t feel normal.1,2
Patient satisfaction has been linked to a natural feeling, higher functioning knee replacement. 3 The EMPOWR Knee System was designed to provide
natural motion throughout a full range of motion, from early to deep flexion, creating a more natural feeling knee for the patient.

N AT U R A L M O T I O N

TECHNOLOGY
In designing the EMPOWR Knee System,
DJO Surgical focused on addressing the currently
unmet needs of surgeons and patients in total knee
arthroplasty. All aspects of the procedure were
addressed from implantation to patient recovery.
For surgeons, state-of-the art instrumentation
was enhanced by the use of fewer instrument
trays to create a more streamlined procedure
for the surgeon and hospital staff.
For patients, anatomic sizing profiles were paired with
features that would make the EMPOWR knee move
and feel as similar to the natural knee as possible.
This concept, deemed Natural Motion Technology,
is used to describe the many features that make the
EMPOWR Knee a more natural feeling knee for the patient.

EMPOWR 3D Knee™

EMPOWR PS Knee™

A T O TA L S Y S T E M
The EMPOWR Knee System™ is comprised of t wo implant designs. The conforming insert of the EMPOWR 3D Knee enables its use with
or without the PCL . The EMPOWR PS Knee replaces PCL function through a cam and post design.

Single Radius Femoral Designs

Conforming Insert Designs

A symmetric Tibial Baseplate Design

EMPOWR 3D KNEE

™

EMPOWR PS KNEE

™

ENHANCING QUADRICEPS PERFORMANCE

The femoral component s of the EMPOWR 3D and PS Knee
feature a single radius design to maintain consistent
soft tissue tension throughout a full range of motion.
When compared to multi-radius femoral component s, single
radius femoral component s have been shown to enhance
quadriceps function following total knee arthroplasty. 4 , 5
Quadriceps weakness in total knee replacement patient s has
a negative impact on performance and motion patterns, such
as stair climbing, walking, and other activities of daily living. 6,7
This single radius, in combination with a conforming
insert design, control s the anterior-posterior translation
of the femoral component with respect to the tibia, and
enhances quadriceps efficiency for the patient. 4 , 5

R E S T O R I N G N AT U R A L S TA B I L I T Y
The EMPOWR Knee System™ recreates the stability of
the natural , healthy knee in throughout a full range of
motion. By creating a knee replacement with inherent
stability, patients have the ability to return to an active
and healthy lifestyle.
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The EMPOWR Knee System recreates natural stability
in three dimensions: Early Flexion, Mid Flexion and
Deep Flexion.
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EMPOWR 3D Knee

EMPOWR PS Knee

Early Flexion

Early Flexion

The conforming lateral compartment of the EMPOWR 3D Knee allows
for a lateral pivot in activities of early flexion, replicating natural knee
motion during gait. The single radius of cur vature ensures consistent
soft tissue tension throughout flexion.

Prior to post engagement , the symmetric anterior lip of the EMPOWR
PS insert , paired with the conforming insert surface, prevents excess
anterior femoral translation. This recreates natural stability and provides
the patient with confidence in their knee.

Mid Flexion

Mid Flexion

The lateral compartment of the tibial insert is fully congruent with the
femur up to 70 degrees. This combined with the 8mm anterior lip provides
the patient with anterior-posterior stability and prevent s paradoxical
motion during mid flexion. 8

The EMPOWR PS Knee has a mid flexion engaging cam and post. The
contoured cam of the femoral component softly engages with the contoured
post to create a seamless transition from early to mid flexion.

Deep Flexion

Deep Flexion

The articulation of the EMPOWR 3D Knee is less conforming in deep flexion,
allowing the soft tissues to drive femoral rollback and natural medial pivot
motion. The widened medial condyle encourages external rotation, similar
to the natural knee, and aids in patellar tracking and quadriceps function
during deep flexion. 8

The articulation of the EMPOWR PS Knee is less conforming in deep flexion,
allowing the soft tissues to drive femoral rollback and natural medial pivot
motion.

REDUCING WE AR WITH

e+

Although knee replacement has a high success rate, problems with wear and fatigue damage of UHMWPE limit the longevity of
the replacement. 9,10 The EMPOWR Knee System™ utilizes e+, DJO’s proprietary knee-specific Vitamin E polyethylene, which is
scientifically formulated to reduce oxidation and long-term wear.1 1

Blended In
To ensure optimal material performance, vitamin e is blended
into the polyethylene resin, assuring consistent distribution
throughout the material . This resin is then compression
molded into bar stock and gamma irradiated to moderately
crosslink the material . The bar stock is then machined into
EMPOWR tibial insert s.

TM

Utilizing the same knee specific formula,
e+ patellar components are available in
26, 29, 32, 35 and 38mm options.
Naturally Occurring Anti-Oxidant
Vitamin E (α-tocopherol) is the most effective naturally
occurring anti-oxidant in the human body.1 2

The EMPOWR Knee System is a comprehensive and versatile implant platform. The EMPOWR 3D Knee ® enables Dual-Pivot ™
articulation, which replicates natural motion throughout a full range of motion.13 The EMPOWR Knee ™ promotes healthy
motion through a patient-specific, tissue guided articulation. The EMPOWR PS Knee ® is designed to provide stability through
seamless cam articulation.

EMPOWR 3D Knee®

EMPOWR 3D Insert

EMPOWR PS Knee®

EMPOWR PS Insert

EMPOWR 3D Femur

EMPOWR PS Femur

EMPOWR Knee System Baseplate

EMPOWR 3D™ FEMOR AL COMPONENT
The asymmetric EMPOWR 3D Femur is used with the EMPOWR 3D insert s, and result s
in optimal patellofemoral tracking and reduced wear.15

A SYMME TRIC FEMOR AL CONDYLES
Lateralizes the patellofemoral groove to
enhance patellofemoral tracking 15
Encourages external femoral rotation
with flexion13
Increases contact area creating increased
stability and decreased wear 13
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L ATER AL

MEDIAL

POS TERIOR REFERENCING

5° ANTERIOR FL ANGE

Pegs maintain consistent distance from posterior condyles
to maintain a consistent flexion gap when changing sizes

Reduces risk of notching 14
DECRE A SED
FEMOR AL R ADIUS

DEEPENED
TROCHLE AR GROOVE

Prevent s overstuffing
of the flexion gap and
permit s up to 150 o of
flexion

FIXED FEMOR AL
IMPAC TOR RELIEF
To aid in accurate
placement of
prosthesis with
implant specific
impactor

Deepened and
lateralized trochlear
groove provides
optimal patella
tracking and reduced
quad tension 13

SINGLE R ADIUS
OF CURVATURE
Allows for consistent soft
tissue tension through
approximately 65 o .

9MM CONDYL AR THICKNESS
Constant 9mm distal and posterior
condyles across all sizes facilitate
balancing flexion and extension gaps

EMPOWR PS™ FEMOR AL COMPONENT
The EMPOWR PS Femur is designed to recreate natural stability throughout a full range of motion,
from early through deep flexion, creating a more natural feeling knee.

BONE SPARING
BOX WIDTHS
Designed to
preser ve bone in
smaller joint s and
reduce fracture risk

INSERT COMPATIBILIT Y
Can be used with the
EMPOWR PS tibial insert

Sizes 2-5 (18.5mm)
Sizes 6-11 (2 2.5mm)
FIXED FEMOR AL
IMPAC TOR RELIEF
To aid in accurate
placement of
prosthesis with
implant specific
impactor
5° ANTERIOR FL ANGE
Reduces risk of notching 13
CONTOURED
PS C AM

DECRE A SED
FEMOR AL R ADIUS

Designed to facilitate
rotation in deep flexion
and minimize post wear

Prevent s overstuffing
of the flexion gap and
permit s up to 150 o of
flexion
SINGLE R ADIUS
OF CURVATURE
Allows for consistent soft
tissue tension through
approximately 65 o .
9MM CONDYL AR THICKNESS
Constant 9mm distal and posterior
condyles across all sizes facilitate
balancing flexion and extension gaps

EMPOWR 3D™ TIBIAL INSERT
Recreates natural motion with Dual-Pivot™ articulation13

PCL RE TAINING OR SUBS TITUTING
Provides the option to preser ve or sacrifice
the PCL with equivalent clinical outcomes 16
CONFORMING L ATER AL COMPARTMENT
Coronal conformity and 8mm anterolateral lip
provide anteroposterior stability resulting
in a lateral pivot in early to mid flexion. 13

LESS CONFORMING MEDIAL COMPARTMENT
Facilitates femoral rollback , resulting in tissue
guided, medial pivot motion in deep flexion 13

IMPAC TION FE ATURE
Impactor tool securely
snaps insert into place

ANTERIOR LOCKING TABS
Combined with a robust posterior
dovetail locking mechanism, these tabs
securely lock insert into baseplate

TM

e + POLYE THYLENE

PATELL A OPTIONS

This knee-specific formula of the tibial insert s
and patella component s, blended with vitamin
E and moderately cross-linked, reduces
oxidation and long-term wear 17

Available in 26, 29, 32 , 35
and 38mm options
For use with EMPOWR 3D
and P S femurs

EMPOWR PS TIBIAL INSERT
Designed to achieve natural stability through seamless cam articulation.

MID-FLE XION
POS T-C AM ENGAGEMENT
Designed to provide stability during
mid flexion. The cam moves down
post with flexion to minimize stress
and maximize longevity

IMPAC TION FE ATURE
Impactor tool securely
snaps insert into place

1MM INSERT
INCREMENTS
Allows for optimal
soft tissue balancing
10, 11, 12 , 13, 14, 16, 19mm
(symmetric)

SYMME TRIC
ANTERIOR LIP
Designed to provide
stability prior to post
engagement , preventing
anterior femoral
translation

ANTERIOR LOCKING TABS

TM

e + POLYE THYLENE

Combined with a robust posterior
dovetail locking mechanism, these tabs
securely lock insert into baseplate

This knee-specific formula of the tibial insert s
and patella component s, blended with vitamin
E and moderately cross-linked, reduces
oxidation and long-term wear 17
CONTOURED POS T
PATELL A OPTIONS
Available in 26, 29, 32 , 35
and 38mm options
For use with EMPOWR 3D
and P S femurs

Designed to facilitate femoral
rollback and external rotation,
resulting in tissue guided, medial
pivot motion in deep flexion

E M P O W R ™ T I B I A L B A S E P L AT E
A symmetric baseplate design maximizes tibial coverage without overhang, optimizing baseplate fixation.13

POS TERIOR C APTURES
Rigidly secures posterior portion of insert

DOVE TAIL LOCKING MECHANISM
Facilitates tibial insert insertion and
securely locks insert in place

A SYMME TRIC BA SEPL ATE DESIGN
Maximizes cortical coverage
without overhang 13

TIERED KEEL SIZES
3 size-specific lengths to
closely match patient anatomy
and help preser ve bone:
Small : Sizes 2-3 (31mm)
Medium: Sizes 4-8 (35mm)
L arge: Sizes 9-11 (43mm)

TRI-FL ANGE KEEL DESIGN
Designed to provide rotational
stability and high surface area for
cement adhesion for rigid fixation
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